This paper presents the Risk Game, a general methodology to elicit experts ' knowledge and know-how, in 
Introduction
Reaching an adequate level of Situation Awareness (SAW) for an informed and confident decision not only requires processing information of various types (numerical values, natural language statements, objective or subjective assessments, etc) and dealing with imperfect information (uncertain, imprecise, conflicting, doubtful, ambiguous, etc) but requires also understanding and taking advantage of the operational context. Moreover, it requires processing information across different levels of semantic content, ranging from lower levels of processing (e.g., contact and target detection, target tracking, classification) to higher levels of processing (e.g., activity recognition, behavior analysis, target identification, threat and impact assessment), while considering user's needs and context [1] . Processing information which can be irrelevant and thus distracting is highly demanding for the human operator who is often under stress due to time constraints. All these factors have a measurable impact on the decision in terms of timeliness, confidence or correctness. The impact of information quality on decision quality has been studied in different domains such as finance [2] or enterprise performance [3] , [4] . Within these works, different information quality dimensions are considered and their impact on the decision maker is highlighted. For instance, the quality dimensions of accessibility, accuracy, completeness, interpretability are used in [4] . Only a few works study the impact of information quality on situation and threat assessment in the maritime domain, but it is worth mentioning the Data Fusion Levels Two and Three Workshop sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and held in Arlington, VA in 2005. The summary paper [12] describes "how information pedigree is used to support and enhance situation and threat assessment", considering dimensions such as reliability, confidence, trust, and their integration in automation of sensor-data processing. In [4] , the authors follow Wang's Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) cycle [14] , which implements four components: (1) Identification of information quality dimensions, (2) Measurement, providing information quality metrics, (3) Analysis, identifying causes for problem and computing the impacts of poor information quality, and (4) Improvement, providing techniques for improving information quality. The approach proposed in this paper follows the steps of [14] and is comparable to the one proposed in [3] , while the impact of information quality on decision quality is studied along the quality dimensions of falseness, imprecision, uncertainty and relevance.
Such studies rely on different methodologies: for instance in [13] , semi-structured interviews of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) experts are conducted and their interpretation of different attributes is analysed. Hoffman et al. [15] distinguish between three categories of elicitation techniques: "(1) analysis of the tasks that experts usually perform, (2) various types of interviews and (3) contrived tasks which reveal an expert's reasoning processes without necessarily asking about these processes". The Risk Game presented here falls under the third category. Using games for Knowledge Elicitation (KE) has the advantage, over structured or semi-structured interviews (e.g., [13] ), of being more engaging for the experts and less time consuming [15] , [16] . The effectiveness of serious games to enhance the risk management process has been recently reported in [5] . A study published in 2018 [5] describes a serious game for natural risk assessment where an interactive interface is designed and some indicators (such as motivation and immersion) are used to assess the players' feedback. A very recent survey [7] provides an interesting discussion on serious games role in learning disaster risk management. Serious games are also an efficient means to highlight reasoning biases as reported for instance in [8] and [9] .Besides the advantages of interactivebased game approaches reported in the literature (e.g., effectiveness in learning performance and satisfaction [10] , immediate feedback, active participation [11] ), this kind of approach coupled with facilitation allows a rich lively verbal exchange with experts very keen to share their knowledge and experience, and in the case of the Risk Game, explaining intermediate belief states (doubts, certainties) or justifying information queries.
The main research question addressed in this study is whether serious games are an efficient means to capture the impact of information quality on human belief assessment and decision making. A secondary question is which information quality dimension impacts belief assessment. To this end, we hypothesise that information quality can be reduced to the three basic information quality dimensions of uncertainty, imprecision and falseness. We also assume that human belief assessment is impacted by the type of the source of information and the nature of information (i.e, attribute), while the decision depends on the operational context and associated risk.
The Risk Game presented in this paper is a gaming approach to elicit experts' knowledge and know-how in processing heterogeneous information (from sensor measurements to human statements), considering information and source quality and reasoning about concurrent events. It is a contrived technique in the sense of [15] , analysing the quality dimensions of uncertainty, imprecision and falseness. The Reliability Game presented in [18] targets the specific aspect of source quality, leaving the information quality dimension fixed. Contrary, the Risk Game explicitly varies the information quality dimensions and the source quality is a latent variable. Further analysis of the structured data gathered during experiments would contribute to the development of automated algorithms for an improved synergy with the human operator. Taking a "game with a purpose" approach [17] , the Risk Game is aimed at capturing data expressing human reasoning capabilities while performing a specific task. The scenario-based design approach makes the Risk Game application independent and easy to develop several versions of the game suited to particular applications. In this paper, the maritime surveillance problem is tackled, but intelligence applications can be considered as well, in support to the intelligence analyst hypotheses evaluation task, medical diagnosis or crisis management. The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we present the Risk Game design and detail the methodology developed. Section 3 presents the players' feedback gathered through a survey at the end of the exercise. The experimental setting involving the players together with some exploratory data analysis is presented in Section 4. Section 5 summarises some findings and sketches some research avenues to be further explored.
Game design
The Risk Game has been designed to validate the hypothesis that Information Quality (IQ) has an impact on Belief Assessment (BA), Risk Assessment and Decision Quality. We present in this section a methodology which allows (1) to elicit experts' knowledge and knowhow about belief and risk assessment and decision making, in an entertaining way, (2) to gather data which, once analysed, would support or refute our hypothesis and (3) to characterise and measure such an impact.
Gameplay
A set of players has first been selected, mostly experts in maritime surveillance and threat assessment, who played individually and successively (see Figure 1 ) the designed Risk Game following the chronology of the gameplay:
 The player plays the role of the Officer of the Watch (OoW) who has to assess a vessel behaviour whose track has been lost one hour ago;  The player has two candidate tracks (corresponding to vessel A and vessel B) that could correspond to the unknown lost vessel, with approximate positional information: One track is located in the Area Of Responsibility (AOR), the other one is in the country of origin of the lost vessel; the player does not know that that in the scenario of the game, Vessel A is the missing vessel and thus should be assessed as a threat. Vessel B is a fishing vessel from outside the AOR which is going back to its port. The added difficulty in the threat assessment is that the two vessels are of the same type.  The player should follow the following general reasoning: If the track in the AOR corresponds to the lost vessel, then it means that the lost vessel crossed the border without authorisation and should be considered as a potential threat; however, if the other track, not in the AOR, corresponds to the lost vessel, then that means that the lost vessel is still in its area and there is no threat;  The player successively selects pieces of information (PoIs) of randomised quality, about the two observed and unknown tracks to assess which track corresponds to the lost vessel;  After discovering each PoI, the player is asked to assess which of the two tracks corresponds to the lost vessel, under the form of a belief degree, and fill the corresponding assessment form accordingly;  At any time during the Risk Game (i.e., after having examined an arbitrary PoIs), the player can take the final resolution to either send or not to send a patrol aircraft to inspect the vessel. This decision marks the end of the game. The ultimate goal of the Risk Game is to take the best decision about a threat by using the minimum number of PoIs. The game mechanics are articulated around on three main elements of (1) a scenario describing a story and settling the player in a specific role with specific task in a specific context, (2) information cards abstracting pieces of information which are familiar to the domain experts and are usually displayed on screens or provided by operators, (3) a belief gathering method to capture experts' sequentially updated belief degrees. The independent variables cover a wide range of information quality dimensions among which three (falseness, uncertainty and imprecision) are controlled and randomized by dice roll. Their impact on experts' belief degrees and decision made (dependent variables) are captured.
The board version of the Risk Game presented in this paper is attractive and playful thanks to (1) a colored board and a set of colored cards which allow a nice visual discovery phase of the game, (2) the actions from the player of rolling the dice, selecting cards and rating the belief degrees which keep the player engaged, (3) the sometimes challenging reasoning task which forces the player to maintain the focus on the task and finally (4) an interactive facilitation which easies the dialogue with the scientist and makes pleasant and efficient the sharing of experience and knowledge.
Scenario-based game design
A short scenario description with some context is given to the players, who will be actors in the story, with the role of decision maker. The vignette developed is part of the larger general scenario which takes place in the port of Herosé (Figure 2(a) ) at the border between CentreLand (the AOR) and RightLand (to which the lost fishing vessel belongs), after a period of crisis and the Harbour Protection Level is set to TWO (over a scale of three levels). Information about the lost vessel is provided to the player as it would be the case from typical vessel databases: Name, Type, Subtype, Length, Width, Flag together with its last Location, Heading and Speed are provided (Figure 2(b) ). 
where  denotes the logical conjunction, and  denotes the logical contradiction. Equation (1) reads: "Event A AND Event B cannot be both true". We however do not exclude the possibility that neither A nor B is true meaning that the vessel may have left the area under surveillance. The exhaustivity of the events is referred in [19] as the open-world assumption and writes:
 ⊬ ⊤ (2) where ⊤ is the logical tautology.
Any evidence for A should either at worst decrease the belief for B, i.e. provide some evidence that the lost vessel is Vessel B, or at least should not provide any information. Equivalently, any evidence toward B should either at worst decrease the belief for A, or at least should not provide any information. For instance, if the player learns (based on some information the player is provided with) that Track B does not correspond to a fishing vessel, the player's belief that Track A is the lost vessel should increase. Let us denote by Bel(A) the belief degree assigned by the player towards the event A. It is known that human belief assessment does not necessarily satisfy probabilistic coherence (see for instance [20] ), meaning that the belief degrees towards events A and B may not sum up to 1: They can be lower than, higher than or equal to 1. In the case the player follows a probabilistic assessment, the coherence principle under the closed-world assumption imposes that Bel(A)+Bel(B)=1. Under the open-world assumption, the same principle would be stated as Bel(A)+Bel(B)≠1 meaning that another event not considered here (i.e. the vessel is outside the area) would be assigned the complementary degree to 1.
To respect the natural non-additive belief assessment of humans while considering both open-and closed-world assumptions, we allow the player a complete freedom in belief degree assessments about the two events. The belief degrees elicited about events A and B are thus free from any probabilistic interpretation and thus do not need to sum up to 1.
A domain-independent methodology
The scenario-based game design allows the flexibility to customise the game to suit any specific application and domain. The key design steps are the following:
1. Design of the scenario with help of domain experts, to target a relevant problem and ensure the realism. 2. Identification of the meaningful sources of information together with their characteristics. 3. Definition of the different pieces of information under the specific format of the game (see Section 2.6) with suitable quality variations. 4. Printing of the board and cards. 5. Selection of a representative set of experts. 6. Play the Risk Game.
The Risk Game methodology can thus be applied to any domain where the problem of aggregating (i.e. fusing) pieces of information under uncertainty appears challenging. For instance, in intelligence applications the aggregation of experts opinions expressed with uncertainty is rather known as "multi-INT fusion". Some methods such as the Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) are aimed at supporting the intelligence analyst in evaluating multiple hypotheses provided by different sources, considering some quality dimensions such as credibility or relevance. Other applications involving decision making under uncertainty such as medical diagnosis or crisis management can be targeted by a Risk Game and benefit from the outcomes of the data analysis.
Attributes
Each vessel is described by a series of five attributes: LOCATION, SPEED, HEADING, TYPE, SIZE. These attributes have been selected to cover different types of scales (continuous, discrete, nominal, etc). Moreover, some are independent (e.g., LOCATION and SPEED) while others are dependent (e.g., SIZE and TYPE).
We define the a priori effective relevance 1 of information regarding the attribute only, ending up with the qualitative ranking and further categorise the attributes as behavioural: LOCATION, SPEED, HEADING and classification: TYPE, SIZE, SPEED. The task of the player is to discover "where" the suspect vessel is, or other said which track it corresponds to. It is thus essentially an classification problem where the player needs to match queried information with the corresponding attributes know about the lost vessel. The behavioural attributes are thus less relevant to this task, and the most relevant (i.e., discriminating) attribute is the SIZE (both length and width).
Sources of information
Six sources of information have been selected to cover the diversity of commonly available maritime surveillance sources, ranging from hard (physical sensors) to soft (humans) sources, providing either subjective or objective information, either in a numerical or qualitative (using natural language) format. Moreover, sources are a combination of an information container and an information provider [21] , which allows distinguishing between automatic processors (such as trackers or classifiers) and human analysts processing the same initial signal or image. Sources are further characterised according to their expertise defined by the list of attributes about which they are able to provide information [21] , among the list of the five basic attributes. For each track, each attribute is reported by either two or three distinct sources, providing the player with both some redundancy and complementarity in information received. Table 1 lists the six sources of information, their expertise (in terms of the attributes about which they are able to provide information) and their range (in terms of the track covered, e.g., VA, VB or both). No specific information about the sources' quality (in terms of reliability) is provided but the player is expected to rely on prior own knowledge (or perception) about this aspect and to process the information accordingly. 
Information quality dimensions
The comprehensive consideration of all Information Quality Dimensions (IQDs) (see for instance [22] , [23] , [24] ) is beyond the purpose of the Risk Game, and we focus on the three dimensions below assumed to have a possible impact on the reasoning and decision processes and that we consider as basic and independent: IDQ1. Trueness/Falseness -Refers to the "true" (or reference) value a vessel attribute and is a synonym of "correctness"; IDQ2.
Certainty/Uncertainty -Refers to a degree of confidence or belief assigned to a specific (or set of) value to be "true". Its cause can be either a lack of knowledge (epistemic uncertainty) or the random variability of the underlying process (aleatory uncertainty). When assigned by the source itself it may be called "self-confidence"; IDQ3.
Precision/Imprecision -Refers a set of possible values: The smaller the cardinality of the set (or the length of the interval), the higher the precision. It reflects the inability of the source to provide a single value or to discriminate between several values and is a synonym of "nonspecificity".
On the one hand, imprecision (or precision) and uncertainty are opposed [23] : "I'm certain that the speed of the vessel is between 3 and 6 knots" (imprecise but certain statement) versus "I'm not certain that the speed of the vessel is 5 knots" (precise but uncertain statement). On the other hand, precision and trueness are often associated in performance assessments of systems, gathered under the notion of accuracy . These three IQDs will be our basic independent variables of the Risk Game.
In addition to the three above-selected IQDs, the following four dimensions will also be considered, assuming they could also have an impact on the reasoning and decision processes. They are latent variables as they result from some variations of the observed (and controlled) variables IDQ 1 to IDQ 3:
IDQ4.
Conflict -Relative to some inconsistency between the different pieces of information. Indeed, because some pieces of information may be false, they may conflict with others; IDQ5.
Relevance -Relative to the output of the reasoning process in general. It can be relative to the goal (here the decision to be made), or to the belief state of the player. Understood as informational content, relevance directly arises from imprecision and uncertainty. Relevant information impacts previous belief, or is helpful to make the decision; IDQ6.
Reliability -Relative to how much a source's statement can be relied on, which could be derived from the ability of the source to provide correct (true) information (previously assessed or known); IDQ7.
Independence -Relative to the correlation of the sources (i.e., if the output of one source influences the output of another one), and relative to the correlation of attributes (e.g., TYPE and SIZE are dependent attributes). The relevance of the input pieces of information will not explicitly vary, but will vary implicitly with the type of attribute and the uncertainty or imprecision of the piece of information. For instance, information about the location is less relevant to identify the vessel than information about its type. Similarly, the sources' reliability will not be explicitly specified but due to their diversity, the sources exhibit different reliability degrees: For instance, the camera analyst may be considered more reliable than the cargo captain, or the radar providing the location may be considered more reliable than the analyst of the SAR imagery.
Moreover, some of the attributes reported are not independent from each other. In particular, the instant components of LOCATION and HEADING can reasonably be considered independent from each other and from the other attributes while SPEED, SIZE and TYPE are dependent. 
latent and dependent variables of the Risk Game. Seven quality dimensions (italic) are considered, three are independent variables (red, italic) controlled randomly through dice roll, four are latent (blue, italic), derived through other two independent variables (Sources and Attributes) controlled by the players' queries, and two are the dependent variables (green, italic) which are measured during the experiment
Note that a suitable formalisation of the reasoning process supported by a dedicated mathematical framework to reasoning under uncertainty would allow the measurement of these quality dimensions. This is however out of the scope of the current paper and will be addressed in future work.
Levels of information quality
For the sake of simplicity (i.e., to keep the number of combined quality levels tractable), we consider only two possible states for the three basic IQD variables: Pieces of information are either perfectly true, precise, certain, or moderately false, imprecise, uncertain, leading to a set of eight possible combinations: The information quality the player obtains is randomised over the eight versions of the same piece of information through a dice roll, as displayed in Table 2 . The best and worst quality levels are assigned a lower probability. Also, a higher probability is assigned to the true pieces of information either only imprecise or only uncertain. This probability distribution is certainly a bit pessimistic regarding sources' performance in general. However, the global low quality of information is explained by (1) the rough sea state and (2) the high distance between the sources and the vessels, relative to their range.
Information cards and fusion
A piece of information (PoI) is denoted by f and is represented by a tuple:
where s is the source providing the piece of information, v is the vessel (or track), a is the attribute, x is the estimation or measurement of a for v by s, i is the imprecision of g, u is its uncertainty and f is its falseness. For instance, = 〈( , ), , , 4 , 0,1,0〉 (4) reads: "The radar with its associated tracker estimates the speed of Vessel A at 4 knots with a confidence of 0.6", and this information is true. The last element of trueness/falseness is obviously not provided to the player and known only to the game facilitator.
Pieces of information are abstracted through information cards available for query to the player. Each card is uniquely identified by a coded ID. First, only the back of the card (black) is visible to the player. Then, the player selects (1) the track to query, (2) the attribute about which to obtain information and (3) the source providing information. Thus, at each round, the player has 3 degrees of freedom to select the piece of information (i.e. the card): The track (or vessel), the attribute and the source. These point towards a single pile of (8) cards from which information quality varies. After rolling two dice, the player is given the card of corresponding quality by the game facilitator and can read the information content (white part). The player is now ready to rate the belief degree towards events A and B.
The information processing to be performed by the player to reach suitable situation awareness can be formulated as fusion task:
where gP would represent information aggregated by the player P from the individual pieces of information gn queried and  denotes some aggregation operation used by the player to derive gP from the set of gns. gn is the piece of information under the form of Eq. (4). gP can be further synthetised as a pair (Bel(A); Bel(B)) of belief degrees towards events A and B respectively.
Gathering belief states and decision making
In practice, the Officer of the Watch would have all this information (i.e., the five attributes values for the two vessels) available at the same time, possibly displayed on several screens. In the Risk Game we would like to decompose the reasoning process to the granularity level of individual pieces of information, in order to track the successive belief states of the player while discovering and processing the different pieces of information. It is thus explained to the player that time is fixed, the situation does not evolve, and the time taken for processing information does not matter. 
. Belief assessment form to be filled in by the player after discovering each piece of information. "MV" stands for "Missing Vessel" (or lost vessel)
Once the player is given the information card by the facilitator and has read the message, the belief can be assessed about events A and B through the form displayed in Figure 5 . A scale between 0 and 1 with steps of 0.2 is proposed to the player. The player is expected to rate both events at each time round, regardless the vessel queried, but is not reminded to do so which may result in missing data. One row corresponds to one game round: the first column corresponds to the ID of the card which captures the track, attribute, source and the information quality (independent variables), the red section captures the player's belief degree about event A and the blue part about event B. A cross indicates the player's belief state, the dependent variable. The player can select as many cards desired (up to the 26 cards available) and when ready to decide, can check the corresponding box at the bottom of the form and the game is over. The set of forms filled by the players and collected during the Risk Game constitutes the dataset to be analysed in Section 4.
Methodology assessment
A rehearsal session with some experts allowed validating the scenario, the set of sources as well as the set of pieces of information, making the game quite realistic. The players of the rehearsal were generally happy with the "draft" design of the game, quickly caught the rules, and validated the story and sources reports. They were committed at the beginning of the game and quite excited during the play.
A total of 32 players (different from the rehearsal) selected as experts in maritime surveillance and threat assessment played the Risk Game during a Table Top eXercise (TTX) held at the NATO Centre for Maritime Research and Experimentation (CMRE). A survey was conducted in which the players were asked to assess the Risk Game according to the criteria of Realism, Operational relevance, Understandability, Engaging ability, Elicitation efficiency and Facilitation. Figure 6 displays the players' feedback, the darker the purple color, the better the feedback. In the light of this survey, the players generally found the Risk Game either extremely realistic or very realistic (60%) and either extremely or very operationally relevant (80%). They all found the elicitation method effective while 72% of them found it either extremely or very effective. They also all understood the purpose of the game only 20% moderately understood it. Most of them (96%) found the game at least moderately engaging, while 88% found it either extremely (44%) or very engaging (44%). Finally, they generally appreciated the facilitation (92% found the game either extremely or very well facilitated). The outcomes of this survey demonstrate first, that the players generally greatly enjoyed playing the Risk Game and had a very general positive impression afterward. In this respect, it makes the Risk Game "efficient" as the engagement of experts is required for gathering meaningful data. Second, this survey also shows that the players positively perceived the efficiency of the elicitation method. Although this feedback is encouraging, this perception needs to be validated by the data gathered, which is the purpose of the next section.
Exploratory data analysis
We provide below some results from the exploratory analysis of the data collected during the game, in the aim of demonstrating the ability of the Risk Game to capture links between some information quality dimensions and human belief assessment and decision making. Due to the high number of variables of the game for information queries, information quality and decision quality, we provide below examples of the kind of analyses that can be derived from the Risk Game, while an exhaustive analysis of the data is left for future work. The results and analyses presented here are thus a subset only of the interesting and relevant ones. Nevertheless, they cover the main aspects of information quality and its impact on decision making.
We first investigate the queries from the players which illustrate their information needs (Section 4.1), followed by the final belief states and decision made (Section 4.2) and finally information quality (Section 4.3).
Analysis of queries
The players had four degrees of freedom to query the information: The track (or vessel) A or B, the attribute (LOCATION, HEADING, SPEED, TYPE and SIZE), the source (Radar, SAR, Camera and Cargo), and the number of queries. Also, they had a complete freedom in the order of their queries. The analysis of the players' query behaviour is meaningful to highlight their information needs, their perception (or a priori knowledge) of sources' quality and attribute relevance to the problem, as well as their reasoning strategy.
Information needs
Each player selected a variable number of cards as displayed by the histogram of Figure 7 . The average number of PoIs is 13, with a standard deviation of 6 queries. There is considerable variability in the number of queries, some players selecting a very few PoIs while other selected all available ones. If we compute artificially the time of reaction to the number of POIs retrieved and processed, it is interesting to note that the "quickest" and the "slowest" players made the same decision that is to send the patrol aircraft, by querying 3 and 26 POIs respectively. The decision to send the patrol aircraft dominates the entire range of numbers of POIs. Table 3 shows the ratio of the players which queried either Vessel A or Vessel B first (left column) or most (right column). Unsurprisingly, Vessel A appears to be the priority vessel to the players (first queried for 72% of the players, and most queried for 84%), as indeed it is the one in the area of responsibility.
The relevance of information perceived by the players can be estimated through the analysis of the attribute queries. The ratio of the first and most queried attribute by the players regardless the vessel is displayed in Table 4 . The number of queries has been normalised to the number of available PoIs, either 3 or 2 (see Table 1 ). We observe that the location was perceived as the most relevant attribute by the players (both first and most queried), although it was the least relevant to solve the identification problem (see Section 2.2). Even if the players had initially a rough idea of the location of each vessel, it seems that a more precise location was needed, maybe to better visualise the scene, to better appreciate the closeness of the vessel to the coast. We do not have so far data to support any of these hypotheses but only the feedback of the players after the game to help clarify this behaviour. Table 5 displays the ratio of queried PoIs of the two categories of attributes: The category "behavioural" corresponds to the information about LOCATION, HEADING and SPEED which help clarifying the vessel behaviour, while the classification category includes SPEED, SIZE and TYPE. This table relates the effective relevance of the attributes (as defined in Section 2.2) and the perceived relevance if we consider that the players would query more frequently the information perceived as relevant. Most queries focused on some attributes relevant to anomaly detection and threat assessment in general (i.e. behavioural attributes) but less relevant to the purpose of the game, which was rather a classification problem (i.e. the classification attributes would have been more helpful to discriminate between the two vessels). We assume that the expected reliability of sources can be estimated by the first and most queried source among Radar, SAR, Camera and Cargo, as displayed in Table 6 . These results provide an idea of the trust or confidence of the players in the different sources. The radar appears as the most trusted source (first and most queried). The cargo captain and the camera analyst received significant interest as well, as it appears that human information was very valuable to the players. However, these results must be analysed carefully since the source query is not independent from the attribute query (i.e., not all the sources provided information about all the attributes). Indeed, the study could be refined to consider couples (source, attribute) as it became clear during the game that the players rely on a source to provide a given attribute and on another for another one.
Query strategies
Based on the way the players queried the information, we observed different reasoning strategies (without being able to judge about their respective quality, though). As an example, Figure 8 shows the ratio of switches in the queries between Vessels A and B, either from A to B or from B to A, relatively to the maximum number of possible switches. A null ratio means that the player queried a single vessel (either A or B), thus never switched. A low ratio means that the player mostly queried one vessel and then the other one. A high ratio means that the player systematically queried one vessel and right after the other one, demonstrating a reasoning strategy by comparison. This later group of players probably took advantage of the evidences against one event to increase their belief for the other one. It is still very difficult however to confirm this hypothesis in the light of the data gathered. Because all attributes are available from either two or three sources, the players have some control on the degree of redundancy and complementarity of the information gathered. An empirical way to estimate the need in redundant information is to count the number of queries toward the same attribute from different sources (for a given vessel). Analogously, an empirical way to measure the level of the complementarity in information was derived by computing the number queries on different attributes (for a given vessel). These two dimensions of redundancy and complementarity are jointly plotted in Figure 9 . Each dot represents a player, together with the final decision made (blue cross or red bullet). The need for redundancy however may be explained by a "bad" piece of information, conflicting with previous ones, which requires further investigation. On the other hand, complementarity is needed to cover the diversity of attributes and that is what most of the players were looking for. We observe that most of the players adopted a strategy based on a high level of complementarity (i.e. (0.8, 1)) and a medium level of redundancy, giving priority to multiattribute investigation.
Belief states and decision
Two kinds of output were recorded from the players: (1) Their sequential belief states relative to both events A and B and assessed after each step n of information discovery and (2) the decision to send or not to send the patrol aircraft once they felt they knew enough about the situation. Figure 10 provides a sample of the data recorded for two players. Player #17 ( Figure  10(a) ) systematically assessed both events (no missing assessment), symmetrically rated events A and B, and while initially generally leaned toward event A (with a step of high uncertainty), finally changed mind to reach a high belief degree toward B. Player #8 ( Figure  10(b) ) generally assessed only one of the two events, went through a phase of high confidence for event B to finally reached a state of high uncertainty. Because of the binary problem (either A or B), we will consider only trueness and certainty (ignoring imprecision possibly expressed by the player). Trueness is simply estimated relative to the known correct track, while certainty is assessed through the last belief state before decision. If we denote by ( ) ( ) and ( ) ( )the belief degrees of
Player i at step n toward events A and B respectively, assuming these belief degrees range from 0 to 1, the certainty degree of the player will be defined by:
so that ( ) ( ) = 1 means that the player is totally certain about one event or the other, and ( ) ( ) = 0 means that the player is totally uncertain (does not lean toward an event or the other). Figure 11(a) shows the final belief state (at step N) of each player. We partitioned then the set of players according to their final belief leading to three groups (see Figure 11 A positive value means that the player has a stronger belief for event A before deciding, i.e. low uncertainty toward A;  Group 0, denoted as G0: High uncertainty regarding A and B, for −0.4 < ( ) ( ) − ( ) ( ) ≤ 0.4. A null value means that the player has equal belief for both A and B, i.e. a high uncertainty.
As briefly described in Section 2, in our scenario, Vessel A was indeed the missing vessel and thus should have been assessed as a threat. Vessel B was another fishing vessel from RightLand of the same type but slightly smaller than the missing vessel, and it was going back to its port. Figure 12 provides a summary of the decision made by the players (green for decision "Send" and orange for decision "Do not send"). Figure 12(a) shows that the majority (3/4) decided to send the patrol aircraft. This result is not surprising due to the asymmetry in the two vessels' risk level: Only Vessel A was possibly at risk since Vessel B was far and not in the AOR. Figure 12 (b) refines the decision made within the three groups defined above. We first observe that while we would expect that a strong belief toward A (group GA) would lead automatically the players to decide to send the patrol a small percentage actually did not. When asked about a justification for such a decision, some players answered that they still had time to send the patrol and delayed their decision at that time due to its cost. We can make a symmetrical observation about players who strongly believed that the missing vessel was still in its area (event B) but who actually decided to send the patrol. Their decision was justified by the contextually risky environment which implied a cautious decision to avoid missing any suspicious event.
Finally, we observe that of the players with high uncertainty before decision (group G0) a large majority decided to send the patrol aircraft. This highlights the strong influence of the context as noticed at the beginning of this analysis section: Because the Harbour Protection Level is still TWO the decision favoured was to send the patrol.
The effect of information quality
This section contains the core outcomes of the study as we show that the Risk Game allows not only to capture the impact of information quality on belief assessment, but also to identify the impact of specific dimensions. We thus analysed the effect of information quality on both 
Falseness
In Figure 13 the impact of the ratio of false information (over the number of pieces of information picked-up) on the final belief state: The darker, the higher the ratio of false information. We observe that the players who leaned toward event B (group B) indeed received a higher ratio of false pieces of information than the ones who were highly uncertain (or confused, group 0), or than the ones who leaned toward event A (group A) This result confirms our expectations that a high ratio of false pieces of information increases the confusion in the decision maker mind (as group 0 players were more uncertain than groups A and B), up to "miss-assessing" the situation (as group B players were rather certain of the wrong hypothesis). The relative ratio of pieces of information which produced either no belief change or a low/medium belief change respects more or less the available information quality (see Table  2 ). More interesting however is the group of pieces of information which made the players switching from a belief toward A to a belief toward B (or reversely), darker blue in Figure 14 . It appears that this group contains a very high proportion of certain pieces of information. In other words, the set of pieces of information that were certain only (i.e. not imprecise), represented by the second column in the figure, were more likely to make the players change their belief from one event to the other one. Although further investigations are required, it seems that information expressed with high certainty has a high impact on the players' belief change.
Relevance
We interpret a frequent query of a specific attribute as having some level of perceived relevance by the player to the problem. We highlighted that although the behavioural attributes were generally frequently queried, they did not contain many relevant discriminant elements which were rather carried by the classification attributes (TYPE and SIZE) since the two vessels differed mainly in their length and width.
We thus analysed the impact of attributes on the belief change and especially investigated which attributes provoked the highest belief change such that the players changed their mind from one event to another (either A to B or B to A). Figure 15 displays the ratio of attributes which indeed made the players changing their minds. It is interesting to observe that unsurprisingly the size has the most impact followed by the type. What is surprising though, is that the location had a similar impact to the size while it in fact did not contain any information which would have helped the player discovering where the missing vessel was. 
Possible biases and limitations
Although we demonstrated the ability of the Risk Game to capture the impact of information quality (along different dimensions) on human belief assessment, the results presented herein should be interpreted in the light of possible biases induced by the game design. In particular:  Operational context: the global Harbour Protection Level (TWO) strongly influenced both the belief assessment and decision toward event A and "Send the patrol" respectively. Further study would change the operational context only (for a Search and Rescue one for instance) where the events are symmetric in terms of risk assessment, in such a way that the decision and belief assessment would be guided only by the information at hand and the concern of a timely and accurate intervention;  Belief assessment: a few players might have misunderstood the rules or the form to be filled and possibly confounded the instant belief assessment with the assessment based on accumulated pieces of information. This may be an important bias that we could have observed for one player whose belief assessments did not exhibit an evolution.  Complexity: the number of information quality dimensions is probably too high so it became tedious to find interesting results in the data gathered. These became obvious after partitioning the data. We could expect that a simpler design, with a reduced number of variables would simplify the analysis and lead to more direct link exhibiting the impact of information quality of human belief assessment.  Limited number of players: the board version of the game has the advantage of a close interaction with the experts who additional provide explanations of their reasoning path and justification for their decision. This aspect of the facilitation is extremely beneficial to understand the operational concerns of the players. However, the small amount of samples gathered limits strongly the scope of the conclusions drawn. A digital version of the game would allow a deeper study and more convincing results supported by meaningful statistics.
Conclusions
We presented the Risk Game, a methodology to elicit experts' knowledge and know-how in threat assessment and decision making in risky environments, with imperfect information. The Risk Game was designed to highlight in particular the impact of information quality on belief and threat assessment and decision making. We selected the three quality dimensions of falseness, uncertainty and imprecision that we made vary independently. The other dimensions of relevance, source reliability and conflict were also studied as naturally derived from the three basic ones.
Thanks to the involvement of the 32 players, we have been able to validate (1) the risk game as an entertaining elicitation method, (2) the efficiency of the approach to gather data demonstrating the impact of different aspects of information quality on belief assessment and decision making and (3) the framework for reasoning analysis establishing formal links between different information and source quality dimensions, as well as between context, threat assessment and decision. We validated our main research question and conclude that serious games are an efficient means to capture the impact of information quality on human belief assessment and decision making.
In the light of the data gathered and analysed, we have been able to effectively address the secondary research question about which information quality dimensions impact belief assessment, and to highlight some impact patterns about relevance, complementarity, redundancy, uncertainty, imprecision, and falseness.First, the analysis of the players queries through information cards about source, attribute and vessel dimensions demonstrates the distinction between information needs (which information the players think is useful to solve the problem) and the effective relevance of information (which information actually helps solve the problem). It appears that while positional information (location, heading and speed to some extent) was less useful than the classification information (size and type), it was the most queried by the players. We also highlighted the information quality dimensions of complementarity and redundancy, as a natural basis of the human fusion process. It was shown that most of the players advocated for a medium redundancy by high complementarity.
From the queries analysis, we set up the basis to underline different reasoning strategies, i.e. comparative reasoning versus single event focus. Second, we analysed the impact of the information quality along the three dimensions of falseness, uncertainty and imprecision, on the uncertainty state of the player before decision and upon making the decision. The decision to send the patrol was made by 75% of the players, which actually was the correct decision given our scenario. We explained this asymmetry by the context (i.e., Harbour Protection Level of TWO) which made the players favour this safer decision in case of high uncertainty, as supported by the results. We also clearly observed that the higher amount of false information, the higher the uncertainty before decision.
We finally characterised the impact of the individual pieces of information quality on the belief change they induced in the player's mind. It appeared that information expressed with certainty by the sources had a high impact on the players' instantaneous belief.
Also, we confirmed that the most effective relevant attributes (size and type) had very high impact in belief change, together with the location. This last result is surprising since the location cards did not contain any effectively relevant information which would have helped the player discriminate between the two vessels. This maybe stresses the need for humans to visualise the scene to better grasp the situation. Certainly, further investigation would be required to be able to draw any valid conclusion. In future work, we will develop the methodology to focus on other specific aspects of information quality (e.g., source quality, inconsistency). We will analyse the reasoning profiles of the players by comparing their assessment with automatic reasoners. Finally, a formalisation of the process will lead to deeper and quantitative analysis of information quality on belief assessment.
